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KEEP	  SOLUTIONS:	  Background

• DigitArq,	  CRAV	  (2003..[2008-‐2012])	  
• RODA	  (2006..[2008-‐…[)	  
• RCAAP	  (2008-‐…)	  
• PPA	  (2009)	  
• Open	  source:	  RODA,	  KOHA,	  DSpace,	  Moodle,	  etc.	  
• ScienRfic	  research	  

• SCAPE:	  large	  scale	  digital	  preservaRon	  
• 4C:	  digital	  preservaRon	  costs	  predicRon	  
• e-‐arK:	  european	  reference	  model	  development
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What are we going to talk about?



Agenda (sort of…)



What is a Digital Object?



Any information object that can be represented by a 
binary digit sequence



Let’s take a look at some examples...



Science









Medicine
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Engineering
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Art
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Industry and services
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Memory institutions
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Home
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Why has the world surrendered to digital ?



Easy to share, to transmit, to disseminate/distribute
specially using Internet

Easy to create and  to edit
using authoring or editing software

Requires small amount of physical storage space
when compared to analogical artifacts

It can be duplicated without quality loss
a digital duplicate is exactly equal to its original

Avoids original object manipulation
within a scanning context it promotes the preservation of the tangible object



However...



It needs a technological context in order to be consumed

Susceptible to the fast technology obsolescence

Information can become prisoner of its own supporters 
and / or formats



What changes in a digital context?
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Anatomy of a digital object
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Conceptual Level 
What we deal with in the real world, i.e.,  what we recognize as a 
tangible unit of information,  
e.g. journal, book, map, photo

Logical Level 
Information codification.  
Software generates a specific format for the artifact

Physical Level 
Physical signs engraved upon some physical support 
e.g. hard drive, CD, Pen-drive

Conceptual Object

Logical Object

Physical Object



... if any of these levels becomes obsolete we lose 
access to the conceptual object ...



...in less then 5 years, at least one of these levels will be 
replaced due to technological obsolescence...



Technological obsolescence. category 
where a product falls when it ceases to be useful, even if it is 

in perfect working order, due to the emergence of a more 
technologically advanced product.



Software obsolescence
Object interpretation context

Hardware obsolescence
 Computing systems that support software

Support or format obsolescence
Information trapped in the support or format



Hard disk malfunction
20 % of discs crash within the first 4 years of life

Threat examples
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Hard disk malfunction
20 % of discs crash within the first 4 years of life

Computer has no diskette drive
Some laptops no longer have a CD drive

Email service ceases to exist
In 2011, Google was on the edge to loose all email from 35.000 users

Formats become obsolete
500.000 diagrams of USS Carrier could not be read após after CAD software 
upgrade

Threat examples



Motivation: why should we preserve 
digital information?



Public sector
Legal imposition  
(e.g. legal deposit, compulsory 
incorporations)

Heritage and culture preservation

Transparency

Public activity evidence 

Private sector
Legal imposition  
(e.g. audits and inspections, 
finances, funded projects, etc.)

Commercial reasons / profit

Protection against possible 
disputes

Business continuity



What can we do?



Ensure that access to information does not depend 
on any specific technology



Ensure that the communication process is effective 
not only through space but also through time



Ensure that the communication process is effective 
not only through space but also through time

Time interoperability



Ok... but what can we really do?



We can identify our information assets
What type/kind of information do we need to preserve? 
What are the related formats? 
What is the retention period of each asset? 

We can determine what preservation level we want to reach
What is our goal or SLA?
What object properties do we really need to preserve? 
What restrictions should we regard?

We can implement an effective risk management
What threats can we identify?
What are the odds of those to happen?
What would be the impact if they occurred?
What kind of controls have we implemented to mitigate these risks?



To Plan
Try several strategies
Select the best strategy to achieve intended goals
Define goals and milestones

To Act
Execute all operations needed to implement selected policies

To Control quality
Are the actions being executed having the expected outcomes?

To Monitor external environment
We need to identify  internal and external risks so we can react in due time to threats
We also need to know/identify opportunities

To Audit
Using the services of external entities to verify our processes



…this set of activities is called digital preservation



Digital Preservação. set of activities that 
aim to ensure continuous access to digital 

information



…it involves technology, persons, financial 
resources...



Example 
Digital Object Lifecycle inside a digital preservation 

environment
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Characterization
(format identification, property extraction)

Web content

Digital Repositories

Scientific data

Digital objects

Environment Monitoring
(Internal and external)

Planning
(decision on what action to 

take)

Policies
(planning constraints)

Preservation actions
(Format migration)

Quality control
(property comparison between properties 

extracted from original and converted object)



How can we define preservation policies?



Organizational level
General goals for the preservation of digital collections , ie organizational 
goals
‣ The authenticity of digital objects must be preserved.

Procedural level
Approaches that the organization will take to achieve top level goals.
‣ We must document all processes in the life cycle of a digital object with 

sufficient detail for current and future users to understand the context of the 
existence of the object itself

Control level
Rules and requirements that will allow to verify if defined approaches are 
being followed  and goals achieved.
‣ All preservation events SHOULD be registered in PREMIS format
‣ We must capture all diplomatic elements to assess the reason for being of an 

object



Digital Preservation Strategies

Skip



Hardware museums
‣ Original context preservation

Advantages
‣ We can reproduce the object as it was originally created

Disadvantages
‣ Hard to maintain in the longterm (costs will increase with time)

‣ Access level restrictions (poor reuse rate)

‣ Someone has to know how to operate long gone systems



First computer to be able to store instructions electronically

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SSEM_Manchester_museum_close_up.jpg

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SSEM_Manchester_museum_close_up.jpg


Emulation
Use of software that is able to reproduce the behavior of an hardware platform and / 
or software on a different one

Advantages
‣ It does not need  original hardware

Disavantages
‣ Emulator development is a complex process that depends on information from hardware/

software suppliers

‣ Information reuse in not guaranteed

‣  Knowledge on how to operate long gone technologies

‣ Emulator may become obsolescent





Encapsulation
Original bit stream preservation along with documentation in order to enable future 
development of viewers , migrators or emulators

Advantages
‣ It allows to postpone preservation actions

‣ It is targeted to objects that will be accessed in a far future

Disadvantages
‣ Complex objects have complex specifications

‣ Incomplete specifications could have a disastrous effect



Format Migration
Digital material transfer from one hardware/software configuration to a more current 
one 

Advantages
‣ Dissemination of materials on current formats that consumers can easily identify and 

process

‣ There is no need to preserve original software

‣ Most used strategy in all domains (home, organizational, etc.)

Disadvantages
‣ Possible loss of information during migration

‣ Continued diligence is needed (watch)

‣ Expensive in the longterm



Format A Format B Format C

format
migration

format
migration

Time



However... 
None of these strategies will work if we don’t 

refresh media support in due time



How can we characterize our collections?



Characterization is to identify the attributes that make up 
a digital object
Some of these attributes are important to keep object integrity
We call these attributes significant properties



In this context...  
integrity preservation is not a synonym of 
document binary sequence preservation! 



It means to preserve significant properties what will 
allow us to say/prove that the document is as the  

original was



Format identification
To Identify the file format based on document’s internal structure
e.g. application/pdf, version 1.4, fmt/18

Property extraction
Calculating object's properties values
e.g. number of pages: 14, image width: 300px, compression: LZW

Compliance validation
File compliance check against  identified format specification.
e.g. according to PDF 1.4 file is valid.









How can we plan?



http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/dp/plato

PLATO 
Preservation Planning Tool



Planning

Content profile

Policies

Risks or 
Opportunities

Environment 
information

Define requirements

Evaluate alternatives

Analyse results

Build preservation plan

Preservation plan

Action 
alternatives

Operations

Watch

Representative 
sample content



How can we act?



Before ingestion
Manually imposing ingestion policies
Automatically using software

After ingestion
Using specialized software or some functionality available in the information 
management software

When accessing
Keeping information as it was ingested and only act when requested



https://github.com/openplanets/digital-preservation-toolkit

https://github.com/openplanets/digital-preservation-toolkit


How can we control quality?



Object A Object A’

Quality control
e.g. xCorrSound, ffprobe, Matchbox, MarcAlizer, Jpylyzer

Similarity

A properties A’ properties



http://www.scape-project.eu/tools

http://www.scape-project.eu/tools


How can we monitor?



http://openplanets.github.io/scout/

http://openplanets.github.io/scout/


Why should we monitor?
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Why do we need to monitor?

Binary	  corrup?on

Resources	  capacity

System	  availability

Security	  breach

Repositório

Format	  Obsolescence

New	  standards

Ins?tu?on	  policy

Ins?tu?on	  mission

Economic	  constraints Poli?cal	  and	  social	  factors

Producer	  
methodology

Consumer	  
preferences

New	  technologies

Risks

Oppor
tuni?e

s



How should we manage digital 
information?



Digital Repository. information system able 
to store, preserve, organize and disseminate digital 

objects.



OAIS - Open Archival Information Systems
ISO 14721:2012

It defines the functional components that should be part 
of an archival system aimed at digital preservation

It defines internal and external interfaces 

It characterizes digital objects being manipulated

It determines the terminology to be used in a 
preservation context

Skip



Who are the stakeholders?



Producer 
Responsible for material creation and deposit



Consumer 
The one who searches and accesses information



Administrator 
Takes care of system operation



What are the main processes?



Ingestion 
Reception, validation , transformation, description of the information submitted by producers



Archival/Storage 
It ensures information preservation at physical and logical levels  

‣ refreshment, format migration,  

‣ integrity check,  

‣ backups, disaster recovery



Metadata management 
Responsible for digital object metadata management



Access 
Search, request, transformation and delivery 
Access control



Administration 
It coordinates everything



Preservation planning 
Preservation policy definition 
Environment monitoring (internal and external) 

‣ technology 

‣ community 

‣ market 

‣ etc



What information packages are 
exchanged?



Submission Information Package(SIP) 
Digital representation (i.e. content to be preserved) 
Producer metadata 



Archival Information Package (AIP) 
Digital representation 
Preservation metadata





Dissemination Information Package (DIP) 
Object to be delivered to consumer 
Relevant metadata



How detailed is OAIS (ISO 14721:2012)?









It seems complex ... is there anything that can 
help us ?



RODA 
Repositório de Objetos Digitais Autênticos

(Authentic Digital Object Repository)



Digital repository designed for Archives with the following features:

Open-source

Preservation actions and authenticity

Based on standards
ISADg, EAD, PREMIS, OAIS, METS, …

Safe
fine-grained permissions , user authentication, LDAP

Scalable service oriented architecture (SOA)

Simple user interface

Supplier and technology independent



OAIS compliant



Atomic data model



Supported object types

Text documents (PDF)

Video (MPEG-2)

Audio (Wav)

Scanned works (Tiff unc.)

Relational databases 
(DBML/SIARD)

Spreadsheets (CSV, PDF)

Slides (PDF)

Email



we can ingest other types of objects
But they will only be preserved at logic 

level



Ingestion workflow
# Task Description

1 Upload Upload SIP to the ingest stage area by HTTP, FTP or local copy

2 Unpack Open SIP package 

3 Virus Check Check all files for viruses with Clam Anti Virus

4 Syntax and fixity check Check if metadata is well formed and integrity of all files against 
checksums in METS envelope

5 Authorization check Check if user has authorization to ingest into the defined 
classification plan

6 File characterisation File format identification (MIME and PRONOM), 
feature extraction and validation.

7 Ingest Ingest original into Fedora. This ingestion is not final, can be 
undone in next steps.

8 Normalisation Check if representation needs normalization, and enforce it as 
needed

9 Semantic check Manual semantic check by an archivist, then 
object is marked active, indexed and published.



SIP desktop builder







Access













How does RODA preserve information?



Format normalization during ingestion
Configurable normalization rules

Preservation metadata automatic generation 
PREMIS events, representation information, agents

Plato preservation planning compliant
New preservation components can be easily added as plugins

Original representations are kept unchanged
Enabling possible future strategies

Built-in integrity check
Administrators are notified on error occurrence





Management features

Skip



User management



Reports & statistics



Activity log
it enables system auditing



Do you want to know more about RODA?



Documentation: available online
Help, development guide, scientific articles, mailing lists

Online demo
demo.roda-community.org

Commercial support

Download it and try it!
Source-code, binary, VM

Contributions: source code, translations,  are all 
wellcome!





w w w. r o d a - c o m m u n i t y. o r g

http://www.roda-community.org


How can we be sure we are doing things 
right?



Auditing and certification 
instruments

DRAMBORA
Digital Repository Audit Method Based on Risk Assessment  

DSA
Data Seal of Approval

Nestor
Catalogue of Criteria for Trusted Digital Repositories

ISO 16363 (TRAC)
Audit and certification of trustworthy digital repositories



Auditing and certification 
instruments

DRAMBORA
Digital Repository Audit Method Based on Risk Assessment  

DSA
Data Seal of Approval

Nestor
Catalogue of Criteria for Trusted Digital Repositories

ISO 16363 (TRAC)
Audit and certification of trustworthy digital repositories

Térmens, Miquel Las auditorías, una metodología para planificar la preservación digital. Experiencias en 
España. Ciencia da Informação, 2014, vol. 41, n. 1, pp. 140-142. [Journal article



Why should we certify a digital repository?



To create a thrust and confidence climate around the 
repository and around the archived information
Producers, Consumers, Managers, Sponsors, etc.

To be able to demonstrate objectively how reliable is our 
repository 

To be transparent before all players

To show that there are processes and procedures and 
that these are followed 
based on evidence



How many of you thrust on your public administration 
information systems?



Will these systems be able to preserve your records for 20 , 30 
or 40 years?



Can you imagine how many governments, policies and “crises” 
those information records will cross?



Can you imagine how many information systems, technologies, 
hardware architectures, etc., your records will face?



The last question is

How many people your government has thinking about 
these questions?



Auditing 
national scientific system repositories



24 digital repositories were audited

Portuguese institutions belonging to the national scientific 
network

Shared infrastructure hosted by FCCN



26 repositories were consulted
2 repositories did not answer the call

Each one answered the first part of the standard (organizational 
structure)
FCCN answered parts 2 and 3 (Digital Object Management and Infrastructures and security)

Maturity average level was 2.0

Maturity lower level was 1.1

Maturity higher level was 2.8 (2 repositories)



4.0 
is our goal



There was a set of requirements that no repository was able to 
demonstrate



3.1.2.1 - The repository shall have an appropriate succession plan…



3.1.2.2 - The repository shall monitor its organizational environment to 
determine when to execute its succession plan, contingency plans 
and/or escrow arrangements.



3.3.2 - The repository shall have Preservation Policies in place to 
ensure its Preservation Strategic Plan  will be met.



3.3.2.1 - The repository shall have mechanisms for review, update and 
ongoing development of its Preservation Policies…



3.3.6 - The repository shall commit to a regular schedule of self-
assessment and external certification.



3.5.2 - The repository shall track and manage intellectual property…



Currently there are no repository certification 
entities 



One year later:

Maturity average level raised to 3.0

We have 6/26 repositories ready to be certified

First auditing raised awareness…



R&D





Acronym: SCAPE

Duration: 3,5 years

Budget: € 12M €

Mission: To plan and execute preservation processes on large 
collections of data

Expected outcomes
‣ Open-source Software/tools giving digital preservation support
‣ Preservation workflows
‣ Physical infra-structure able to support scalable preservation 

solutions
‣ Preservation Good Practice Guides (repository migration and 

scientific data preservation)

http://www.scape-project.eu

http://www.scape-project.eu


Preservation Watch life-cycle
RODA, C3PO, SCOUT, PLATO, TAVERNA

Digital Preservation Toolkit
Um kit com mais de 80 ferramentas de migração, caracterização e controlo de 
qualidade

Scalable workflows
Ferramentas que permitem executar workflows sobre a tecnologia Hadoop para 
processamento em grande escala





Acronym: 4C

Duration: 2 years

Budget: 1.6M €

Mission: Answer the question - How does it cost to 
preserve?

Expected outcomes
‣ Mentality transformation - cost >  investment, risk > benefit
‣ Methods to quantify preservation costs
‣ Platform for cost information exchange - CCEX

http://www.4cproject.eu

http://www.scape-project.eu




http://www.4cproject.eu/roadmap

http://4cproject.eu/rmfeedback


www.curationexchange.org

http://www.curationexchange.org




Acronym: E-ARK

Duration: 3 years

Budget: 6M €

Mission: To facilitate incorporation processes , preservation 
and access to archival information in digital format.

Expected outcomes
‣ To integrate electronic archiving processes at European level
‣ To create methodologies for document and database authenticity 

preservation
‣ To develop pilot applications to demonstrate results

http://www.eark-project.com

http://www.eark-project.com


SIP, AIP and DIP specifications (pan-european)


Databases preservation

still under development ...





Digital information 
production



Selection and 
evaluation



Ingestion



Preservation 
actions



Storage



Access



Transformation



Preervation  

Metadata, 
planning, 

technology watch, 
etc...



However...



Most archives is not 
yet able to ingest







Some deliverables
already available



Good-practice identification: pre-ingest, ingest and 
access


SIP, AIP e DIP specifications (DRAFT)

SIP specification will be available the end of this month


Legal restrictions study already started

…not over yet


Work on database ingestion is ongoing

Collaboration with the Federal Archives of Switzerland to launch SIARD 2.0



www.eark-project.com

http://www.eark-project.com


Towards the future...



Cloud data storge
‣ Remote data replication, without user awareness

‣ Access protocols to open data throughout Europe

“Elastic” repositories, i.e. they can adapt to peaks

International authentication and authorization services

Directories: services, tools, formats, technologies, 
suppliers, etc.

Cloud format migration services



Research data Preservation
Reuse, new value creation

Big data and linked data

Automatic appraisal and selection

Digitally signed document preservation

More and better preservation components

Put digital preservation at the beginning of digital object 
lifecycle




